Chain saw is dangerous tool

United Fund climbs

Disaster averted for young girl in house fire

Engineers report to city
Smith receives vet service award

Linda Smith, a vet, receives an award for her service.

Accident victims show improvement

The victims of the recent accident are recovering and show improvement.

MD drive termed success

The MD drive was considered a success.

Use of revenue funds topic of B'ville meet

The use of revenue funds was discussed at the meeting.

Flac teacher workshop scheduled at Longview

A workshop for flute teachers is scheduled at Longview.

“Alice” due at college

“Alice” is due to arrive at the college.

Williamson elected to ETBC posts

Williamson was elected to the ETBC posts.

Carthage Key Club has active week

The Carthage Key Club had an active week.

Deer hunter is arrested

A deer hunter was arrested.

FJC country-western class due at Center

The FJC country-western class is due to arrive at the Center.

Obituaries

Obituaries for some individuals have been recorded.

**INTRODUCING “NOW” (Negotiable Order of Withdrawal)**

We call it "NOW" because now you can earn interest on the money in your First National checking account.

Come in now and let us explain, and answer any questions you may have regarding this new banking service.

This new and profitable service will be available for you on January 1, 1981.

You can count on The First National to continue giving you the best service possible.
Tehran defies rebukes of UN

For the better part of a year, President Bush has been using the United Nations as an alternative to military action against Iraq. The UN Security Council, which has condemned Iraq's illegal weapons programs, has become the focal point of the Bush administration's efforts to build international support for a war against Iraq.

However, the UN Security Council has been increasingly divided and unable to agree on a single course of action. The US has been pressing for stronger sanctions against Iraq, while other member states, including China and Russia, have been pushing for a more diplomatic approach.

Meanwhile, Iran has been increasingly carving out a role for itself on the world stage, even as it continues to defy international pressure to abandon its nuclear program. The US and its allies have recently begun to consider the possibility of military action against Iran, but the UN is unlikely to play a central role in any such decision.

Letters welcomed

The Forum Roundtable welcomes letters on a wide range of topics. All letters, even those that are critical of the Forum, are welcome, as long as they are respectful and constructive. We look forward to hearing from you.

---

Dee's

By Bob Deen

Dear Reader,

I hope you're having a pleasant holiday season. As we approach the end of the year, I wanted to take a moment to reflect on the past year and the challenges we've faced. Despite the difficulties, there are many reasons to be hopeful for the future.

In the past year, we've seen significant progress in addressing climate change, with a growing number of countries committing to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. This is a crucial step forward, but there's still much work to be done.

I'm particularly encouraged by the efforts of the COP26 conference in Glasgow, where a broad range of nations came together to discuss and agree on a plan to address climate change.

Looking ahead, I believe we have the opportunity to create a more just and sustainable world. But it will require us to work together, to listen to each other, and to act with compassion and empathy.

I wish you all a happy and healthy holiday season, and I look forward to continuing to work with you in the year ahead.

Sincerely,

Bob Deen
Know Your Heritage

By Hilda Cates

President, Heritage Foundation

The heritage of Waskom is the story of the people who have been here before, the trail-blazers of yesterday and the pioneers of today. It is a story that must be told, preserved, and passed on to future generations.

The citizens of Waskom have a rich heritage to be proud of. From the early days of settlement to the present, their history is one of perseverance and progress. From the days when the mill was the heart of the community to the present day, when the town is a hub of commerce and industry, the story of Waskom is a story of progress and growth.
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First Graders Learn New Slant

By Hilda Cates

President, Heritage Foundation
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Panola Soil and Water Conservation District Annual Report for 1980

Eagle junior high squad clinches tie

By Hilda Cates

President, Heritage Foundation
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Bearcats bury 1980 slate

By Hilda Cates

President, Heritage Foundation
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Yellowjackets humiliate Rams in district finale

By Hilda Cates

President, Heritage Foundation
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Beckville’s eighth-graders stampede Indians

By Hilda Cates

President, Heritage Foundation
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Lumberjack defense stifles Howard Payne

By Hilda Cates

President, Heritage Foundation
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New fishing pal outshouts the ole professional

Rangers make all-star group

Panola College Fillies take top honors in pre-season poll

Angling advice for the outdoorsman

A well-dressed deer makes for hunter’s delight

Ladyjacks host Lamar Nov. 17

Carthage Bowling Leagues

Getting it all together... WESTERN STYLE

ORDER STOCK EXOTICS NOW for 'Christmas

EAST TEXAS WESTERN WEAR
Appraisal board adopts budget

The Panola County Appraisal Board last week adopted a budget for the fiscal year.

City eyes EPA regs

Santa letters can win gifts from Watchman

Identification expected on skull found in county

Highway funds freed

At district court in Shelby County

Drug raid hearings begin